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Pro Visual C++ 2005 for C# DevelopersApress, 2006
Pro Visual C++ 2005 for C# Developers features two distinct sections that lead to a simple migration path for you to move toward Visual C++ 2005 development. If youre an experienced developer approaching Visual C++ from a C# background with .NET 1.1 or 1.0, youll greatly benefit from this book. The first section introduces the Visual...
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Downsizing Your Home with Style: Living Well In a Smaller SpaceWilliam Morrow, 2007

	There are many reasons why you might be moving to a smaller home. Maybe your children have left the nest and you’re ready to fly the coop to a smaller, more manageable home, or maybe you’re about to return to the city after living in the suburbs for a couple of decades. Perhaps you’re exchang ing one large home for two...
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Using Scribe Insight: Developing Integrations and Migrations using the Scribe Insight PlatformApress, 2015

	Understand how to utilize the workbench, console, adapters, publisher, and other components in Scribe to ensure you have a rapid development toolkit that will drastically reduce your workload and timeline. In Using Scribe Insight, you’ll learn to build your integrations and migrations with the minimal amount of effort, what...
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3D Videocommunication: Algorithms, concepts and real-time systems in human centred communicationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The migration of immersive media towards telecommunication applications is advancing rapidly.  Impressive progress in the field of media compression, media representation, and the larger and ever increasing bandwidth available to the customer, will foster the introduction of these services in the future.  One of the key components for the...
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Understanding DB2(R): Learning Visually with Examples (2nd Edition)IBM Press, 2008
The Easy, Visual Way to Master IBM® DB2 for Linux®, UNIX®, and Windows®—Fully Updated for Version 9.5
IBM DB2 9 and DB2 9.5 provide breakthrough capabilities for providing Information on Demand, implementing Web services and Service Oriented Architecture, and streamlining information management. Understanding DB2:...
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VMware VI3 Implementation and AdministrationPrentice Hall, 2009
This is the most comprehensive guide to planning for, implementing, securing, maintaining, monitoring, and troubleshooting VMware VI3 in any IT environment. Written by Eric Siebert, a veteran VMware system administrator and one of only 300 vExperts named by VMware in 2009, this book will help IT professionals make the best...
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Exploring Java 9: Build Modularized Applications in JavaApress, 2017

	Discover all the new features and changes in Java 9, including module systems?JPMS or Project Jigsaw. This book covers the whole Java application development life cycle. You'll review all the important concepts, including module descriptor, unnamed module, automatic module, and command line tools. 


	Exploring Java...
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Metro EthernetCisco Press, 2003
The definitive guide to enterprise and carrier metro Ethernet applications

	Easy to read and understand, following the style of the best-selling Internet Routing Architectures
	Understand emerging metro Ethernet services such as point-to-point packet-leased line services and multipoint-to-multipoint VPLS

...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Special Edition (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
ASP.NET allows web sites to display unique pages for each visitor rather than  show the same static HTML pages. The release of ASP.NET 2.0 is a revolutionary  leap forward in the area of web application development. It brings with it a  wealth of new and exciting built-in functions that reduce the amount of code  you'll need to write for even...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 Administrator's CompanionMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get your mission-critical messaging and collaboration systems up and running  quickly with the essential guide to deploying and managing Exchange Server 2003.  This comprehensive administrator’s reference details system features and  capabilities, sharing hands-on insights for working with new connectivity,  information management, and...
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Spring Security 3Packt Publishing, 2010

	Security is of critical importance to all web applications. Vulnerable applications are easy prey for hackers. This book is the perfect tool for Java developers looking to repel attacks against their web applications using the proven Spring Security library to achieve this.


	A comprehensive guide to Spring Security 3. You will learn...
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Data Converters for Wireless Standards (The International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
Wireless communication is witnessing tremendous growth with  proliferation of different standards covering wide, local and personal  area networks (WAN, LAN and PAN). The trends call for designs that  allow 1) smooth migration to future generations of wireless standards  with higher data rates for multimedia applications, 2) convergence of...
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